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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

A

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This # picks up the first available line.
B Conference Call:
C Skype:
D

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at
the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST
Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 860 – 970-0300; PIN 9467441#

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

Thank you!

BBS: • A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $ 300 each week; this week, we only need $ 239 for the radio.
Many thanks to everyone for paying it forward!
• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal
button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of other BBS programs; the money we pay to listen to
someone else's archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
T & R: • They also need food & gas money; $ for bills; $1000 for rent – it's in place!
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the website:
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran9999@hotmail.com

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can book a session with MR for a transformational clearing, too.

T:

if you have any trouble hearing, that means there is an issue with the sound and it is
an emergency - so call this number: 1-888- 429 – 5471
• if you cannot get through, use this # 1-888 – 710-8061

HARD NEWS:
R, T: they have someone who has a comcast website who will help them out by retrieving their e-mails.
• Comcast shut Rama off yesterday afternoon – they can get their a/c transferred to the friend who
has a comcast a/c; they also have to get permission from Mark to transfer the a/c
• They need a monthly commitment – Debbie Du Bois has been paying $75 / month to keep the
website going & no longer can keep it up; as many as want to share in this, let them know!
Debbie will stay as webmaster; she just needs help with the money.
Craig Barnes: guest was the lady who did a series of videos on “The Story of Stuff” – and what is
happening on the planet
• She is working with Craig Barnes, Richard Wolffe and othes to get a public bank manifested with
a board of account holders who set policy
• The battle of the ring is going on with the wall street banksters and they have one foot over the
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hole at the top of the mountain; even though the Dow is 18,000, the stroke of the feather of
Lady Master Ma'at will make it collapse – ALREADY HAPPENING!
• They have had no money since Feb 26, 2014; are pulling every trick in the book to keep the lie going
• Everyone like Adelson, Romney, Issa, McCain and others – all got their money criminally
• the lady said there is no way to bail out the grumpy billionaires, though they think we will – they are
funding the ancient war machines on the planet and the Black Ops & various operations going on
• Did you know that there are US soldiers guarding the poppy/ opium fields in Afghanistan to make
sure the grumpy billionaires get their cut! Not the Taliban or the Afghani people!
• The money seems to go into a black hole, but is funneled into these operations with no
accountability to Congress or we the people
Tom the Cat about
• Tom said we are talking about direct, divine intervention at any moment; this ties in with Roman
Counsel John Brennan and the so-called “Roman Senate” - no accountabiltiy as people
across the planet are feeling this war machine that is ancient and lacking the power of love!
• Craig Barnes was talking about this;
• he is a former Supreme Court Judge in New Mexico, does private counselling for people wanting
help to know the ins and outs & intricacies of the so-called laws – which is all a fiction as the
republic is hanging by Superman's hair – and there is such a dichotomy because there are so many
cool magical things happening on the planet.
Camp Lovewave: talked about this in the context of John Perkins [confessions of an economic hitman]
economist Richard Wollfe; the economist; Bobby Kennedy Jr gettting arrested over the
Keystone Pipeline & getting in the face of the criminals
• No Citizens United – all these things brought up have to do with how we change these stories
right now
• The change begins with creating a public bank and the change moves outward
• there are a couple of billionaires in Santa Fe who are helping create the way this bank comes into
manifestation by summer solstice 2015 – in addiition to other people working with them
• There are 2 dentists who are creating a greenhouse restaurant: someone who is homeless like
their friend Betty Rubble who couch surfs each night because Jamie Dimon foreclosed on the
house – she and others can go to the restaurant, do some work and eat –
• ideas are forth-coming to create ways – they will provide all the food from the green house to the
restaurant and not from big box stores: a vegan vegetarian organic restaurant in the downtown
railyard of Santa Fe – no trucking costs!
• All the things will be homemade; will be connected to the local goat dairy
• Chocolate Maven is a bakery owned by the Sikhs in Espanola – going more organic, vegetarian whole grains,
• So many cosmic wonderful things coming forth now!
Caller: a lot of people still have their hopes on the Iraqi dinar; asks for further explanation about the dinar
and what it is about.
T,R: it's the 13 families leading you down the primrose path to Mt Doom & Mordor and you are not going to
get anything except a few orcs in your face
• it's counter indicative to the good of the whole world because they want to stay in power;
• once they hook you, they want you to do what they want you to do which is the same
thing as the criminal Republicans are doing: lie to you & make money on the backs of killing
people, and they want to keep you in hedge funds which are murderous things
• ISIL is a demon organization; most of the characters have been programmed to kill at the
behest of receiving the money from John McCain and all the Republicans behind the scene
to keep that going.
• As Dar Jamal told Rama yesterday: there was no Al Queda in Iraq & never was, and no Al
Queda until it was created as a computer program, the nickname of which is ALL C-I-A-DUH!
• Have to get that you've been completely duped – there is no such thing as Al Quada - they will
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Caller: are you saying that the people who buy the dinar, the dong and other currencies were hood
winked?
T, R: yes 100%
• They will lure you with money, or give you some or all of the money then turn around and kill you
and take it back – this has already been proved, or they will lure you to a private jurisdiction to set
up a private foreign trust and then it's “goodbye”
Caller: are you saying the top 4 banks are involved with this scandal?
T, R: YES!
• it was a plan to keep people settled down: keep promising – we'll give you something next time,
next timel
• in 2004 they had the intention to never ever do anything until they were clear, until 2017 when
the [Bush-Clinton Crime family] so-called immunity runs out
• so they could steal the presidency in 2016 & have a republican presidency – we have Nazi
4th Reich in our faces; we have police fully armed who can kill with impunity; they though they could
steal the elections; they can also kill from a distance – and do if you don't cooperate
R: Dar Jamal and the Poppy Lady: Bashir Al Assaud is in bed with these ones over here [in the US] –
supposedly the rebel fighters in syrai are being backed by John McCain, Lindsay Graham and
others but it is a dog and pony show – the movie “Wag the Dog” is what is going on
Caller: are you saying the newly elected president of Iraq was playing a game all along and saying there
will be no announcement of the iraqi dinar until after the announcement of NESARA
T: it will not happen in that venue at all! The [Iraqi] president is a tool of the 13 families, and over that is the
Vatican – if any president in any country does not do what they want, they are killed as they did
Hugo chavez.
• it is a dangerous brinkmanship game that has to do with how they entice people with messages and at
the same time behind the scenes • the Repubs getting ready to take over in Jan & bring the hammer down on Obama: want to kill Obama;
want to kill Obama Care and keep up the lies up on the fake war on terror
Teran [Camp Lovewave] played a short clip on 9/11 by Loose Change –
• we still have no one who has gone to jail for this [9/11[
• Even Matt Taibi, a good rolling Stone reporter was told to shut up; if you even begin to talk about
9/11, you will die like Michael Hastings.
• And that is why Jeremy Scahill trashes Obama every day
• John Brennan, head of C I A, has been doing the drone killings, with Hillary, who represents the
13 families in this country
• Everything that is going on is done by Hillary, backed by the Repbulicans who are nazis
• The is nothing going on except by Nazis and that includes the Vatican which is Nazi; Israel is Nazi
by their policies
Caller: Netanyahu is not even Jewish?
T:/R: No, they are Khazars – Ashkinazi Jews do not exist! This does not exist as Jewish DNA background
The people who live here think they are Jews, as do the Jews in Israel The Jews are all Khazars
who come from the Caucus Mountains of southern Russia, Northern Turkistan – they are actually
skinwalkers - not human but reptilians
• Project Camelot where Kerry Cassidy interviews super soldiers and others who come out of th e
woodwork to save their butts, yet the bigger behind the scenes pictures as what Craig Barnes & the
lady who put out The Story of Stuff – what they are doing is programming and creating super
soldiers to take over the US and a UN army to take over the planet - THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN
CANCELLED.
T: the ones doing this are also the same ones doing weather modifications & they are also the same ones
who detonated the 2 nukes at Fukishima – Dr Keshe wrote of this
• Yesterday, we listened to the last 20 minutes of Dr Helen Caldicott's presentation – what
happened at Fukishima is a full meltdown though it is not being discussed – the scientific
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community is shocked because this is not being regarded as a full melt down which is what it is
• the full nuclear meltdown / radiation from Fukishima #1 bored through the planet and came out at
Patagonia and the southern border of Uruquay/Paraquay – it is out into the ocean about 200 miles!
• That full nuclear meltdown of the #1 went right through the earth!
• there is less than 10% of all the sea life left because the water has become so acidified
Caller: the minions promoting the RV of the Iraqi dinars, and other currenceis – they are in trouble because
they are promoting it along with the rest and will also be arrested?
T/R: yes, they are getting paid by the 13 families to keep us distracted from the idea of NESARA and to
keep us all confused; their idea to obliterate NESARA
• We cannot serve 2 masters - people who continue to do this will get no money from NESARA –
• yet there will be enough for everyone as the pension and social securty funds will be doubled at
least; we will have single payer / universal health care; there will be alternative health care
potentials too including using acupuncture to do surgeries with no anaesthetic which is painless
Caller: how do the new callers get on the calls?
T: you have been chasing after the Luciferians and have to stop now that you are aware
• you can return the dinars to the source though you may only get back some of what you invested
• Best way to do it is send it all back to them YOU CANNOT SERVE 2 MASTERS WHICH IS A
HIGHER PRINCIPLE / LAW
• Elizabeth Warren is foaming at the mouth to put Jamie Dimon in the cell next to Bernie Madoff
• Yet Those people are not going to live – they are going bye-bye!
• Universal # for calls in US and Canada – 888-429-5471 – calls go to first available number
• 530 413 – 9537 – calls will
• Over 500,000 are going bye-bye – will not be allowed to live!
• On this call, we do education on this show, not just chatting – we tie things together and look at history,
astronomy, spiritual divine governance, read things that teach us about NESARA law which brings
us to divine governance; and as it does, it ends with no money at all
• they [galactics] can read our minds, they can see our auras, can see us through walls – they have
everyone's vibration and can see us where we live – this [the NESARA project] would fail if people
who did not think with their hearts got money.
R; Cities of Light being manifested right now, ships already being seen everywhere
• We are done with the game of pitting ourselves against another group, gladiator survival games –
we are done with this game!
T: Religion is a lower vibration created by the same 13 families
• 13,000 years ago with the full-blooded reptilians [same families] destroyed Atlantis & completely
denied that and continued on to this moment
• A lot of reptilians never died; all they did was create new forms as they are 5th dimensional
reptilians and know how to create; they are missing the 12th strand of DNA which is love, the heart
strand – they decided early on not to have that strand because they would not be able to do what
they wanted to do if they had feelings [not true that the earth is only 6,000 year old!]
• Human beings' bodies have been located as long ago as 4.5 million years ago – actually have
them intact
• there is all kinds of stuff that has been programmed into people who act as channels, yet they are
channels for Luciferian doctrine; material coming from the Annunaki is from Elohim which means
fallen from grace; if they made a mistake, some have cleared it up
• the Elohigh never fell from grace & have remained completely neutral even if they
incarnated into the human form as a volunteer
• There is no such thing as programming a human being, yet the Annunaki programmed human beings to
believe what they wanted those people to believe; this is a violation of cosmic law which states
no intervention in the affairs of a developing civilization.
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• the fundamentalist style of Catholicism and of Muslims, the hard core programming, was done by
the Vatican to create a clash of civilizations based on religious background which is what ISIL
is – and it is paid for by Lindsay Graham and John McCain
• John McCain is handled by Henry Kissinger who was Henry VIII in his last life time;
• his daugher Elizabeth was the mother of Sir Francis Bacon who never died – he is really
St Germain and St Germain is the one behind NESARA. And 450 years ago, they tried to
get him dead. The history books are pretty much saying this.
• In the Bruton Vaults are original writings
(1) the revised edition of the King James version of the Bible – King James was a homosexual,
a torturer and a murderer; the revised Bible with the real, decoded text was written by Sir Francis
Bacon in his own handwriting – the Rockefellers own that site in williamsburg
(2) the original Declaration of Independence was created after 13 years of coming together with
the Founding Fathers, St Germain, Sananda Kumara aka Jesus the Christ who was an incarnations
of Sananda Kumara and the soul of the one who volunteered to walk that wisdom path] and the
Confederacy of the iroquois Nations
• The King of Swords [KOS] has his own ship issued by the Ashtar Command in order to do this job
• He is in charge of the 20 million strong Sovereign Militia Force which includes 16 million galactics
and 4 million individuals from earth; The 16 million can shape shift and look like humansl they walk
the west wing and meet with Obama and
• KOS is is the 7th incarnation of Sananda Kumara, the Commander-in-Chief of the entire
operation, and
• KOS is
• The movie “Book of Secrets”
• all this stuff is in the Vatican library which is why no one gets in it
• Art Bell's wife was killed – has to do with the story of a deacon in the Vatican who into a room in the
basement of the Vatican that was full of computers focussed on Hale Bopp and behind it was
another body which was Mother's ships - 1999
• Obama is an amazing being: being a double agent – these guys kill people and the only reason he is not
dead is that there are galactic beings watching over him. In Bejing, President Abe of Japan sent 3
ninjas to kill obama and KOS used his phaser on them ; Barack saw this and now Obama and his
wife both have phasers
• There is 24 / 7 oversight of this entire project
• Another event in which his death was the goal: Air Force One with the whole family on board had
to land as an emergency because the Black Ops [under orders of Hillary] drained some of the gas
out of it; the plane did not crash because the galactics used their anti- gravity to keep the plane
going and made sure it landed safely. This is a galactic intervention / project.
• the murder of all the black children is part of the story, too
• Joe Biden did the eulogy for one of the police officers who died; all the police officers turned their backs
on Bill de Blasio when he spoke; they were ordered to do that because there is NO OVERSIGHT
OF ANY KIND from any jurisdiction OVER THE POLICE; the UN is a black op funded by the 13
families: SO THE MINIONS OF DARKNESS CONTROL OUR ENTIRE POLICE FORCE – THESE
ARE NAZI ORDERS COMING THROUGH – POLICE KILL WITH IMPUNITY & no consequences
• the police want the people of colour dead – this has been going on since 1949
• Netanyahu is a Kharzarian Nazi and is running the US from over there – we need to look this in
the face because apple pie and the flag are not what they seem!
• There are people / situations in Europe and Ukraine which is a black Op of the 13 family kind – John
McCain in the middle of it, with Japanese Prime Minister Abe supporting a fraudulent gov't in Kiev
• they want to move in there with NATO forces which is a total Black Op of the 13 families
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• Before Benghazi, Obama did not go to Paris, Hillary did and she was the one who ordered up NATO
• Obama went to South America to meet with 2 women presidents – Brazil, Chile; there was no fringe on
the flag which was displayed when he spoke – meaing he was elected inside NESARA law
• Oct 10, 2000 – Bill Clinton signed the NESARA bill into law except for the announcement
• March 9, 2000 - NOT 15 MEMBERS, BUT THE ENTIRE CONGRESS! was sequestered inside
an undisclosed location in the White House - the star ship of KOS with the White Knights holding
their phasers saying “You will vote for this”
• these are things
• The uniqueness of what is done on this show: Rama, son of Ashtar, has been going up in the physcial to
the ships since he was 13 years, he has travelled all over the Universe of Nebadon so he knows
how to perceive things: he has no veil [meaning he remembers all his lifetimes]; he has no gag
order as he is an ordinary citizen - everyone else in media, politics, Hollywood were visited by Black
Ops and told not to say anything at all about what happened on 9/11 or they would be killed
• What was supposed to happen on 9 / 11 was that Alan Greenspan was to announce NESARA
• His wife is Andrea Mitchell who says what she is told to say on her MSNBC program
• There are very bright ones on MSNBC – these ones are starting to go deeper and deeper into the
psychological layers and ask questions: we have never had this kind of media before.
[Chris Hayes, al Sharpton, Alex Wagner, Rachel Maddow, Laurence O'Donnell]
• another time, back in 2010, the White Knights arranged for Michael Moore to shut down CNN's The
Situation Room with Wolf Blitzer while Moore went after Blitzer for lying to the people – why are you
not speaking the truth?
Going back farther:
• Mike Gravell read The Pentagon Papers into the records of Congress – he stood for 5 days and
read the full 7000 pages – he did not sit down, eat or go to the bathroom;
• As a Senator, he sat at the Citizens Hearings in 2012, last 3 days of April and first 2 days of May;
he and 5 other members of Congress were getting all the information from Dr Stephen Bassett, Dr
Stephen Greer and large numbers of US military who had all kinds of experiences with U F Os
and beings – have seen the living bodies, the dead bodies: had it not been for this hearing, these
secrets would have gone to the grave with them but for this hearing
• These ones learned about jet propulsion and how the ships work
• In 2008, there was another hearing in DC; there were 94, 95, 96 year old military men; the son
on one of them told the story of his father who died without talking
• There were scientists who went through how these things work
• organized religion is a very serious problem: there are those on the call who go to the churches and talk
to the people, trying to wake up the others, to give them an overstanding of what is really true!
• Thanks to those who came – we are so far into the 4th Reich, it is not funny!
• the galactics have shut down all nuclear technology so they cannot use that technology
• but they have snuck in a law in the last few days
• Rama asked Tom the Ringtailed Cat who did it: it was the Pentagon; Homeland Security; Joint
Chiefs of Staff; Pro Counsel, John Brennan – they can go into any country and tell them in an hour
notification that they are going to get bombed – they can do this to America too – they can decide
that all light workers are terrorists !
• Love is always prevailing on this earth.
• North Korea is trashing Obama and calling him a monkey who is out of control; Kim Jong Il is an asset of
the CIA, as are the Castro brothers who have had some help & got a lot of things done
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• In 1961, there should have been a nuclear bomb going off in Los Angeles
• the bomb was fired by the CIA & would have killed 3 million people
• Ashtar got the bomb in mid air, took it out of earth's atmosphere and neutralized it [Cuban Missile
Crisis]
Tom the Ring Tailed Cat on the new law : Just let them try and they will see what happens!
• The 2 bombs that blew up and created the tidal wave that took out the Fukishima nuclear plant
were put there in 1945 after Hiroshima
• Japan was told that if the country does not do what the 13 families want, they will get nuked again
and they never told where the bombs were: that is what happened with Fukishima
Caller2: thanks for the information – never too much to hear it over and over again!
• Amazed at the amount of knowledge someone she knows has about the Khazarians, Zionists etc
• Could they read a little bit for the benefit of listeners about the connections and the lineage,
culture going to Israel?
R: a story that ties in with lots of the movies coming out now – Hollywood has a way of telling some truth
but in a weird twisted version, yet all based on stories and legends which are real
• Goes back to Thor & King Odin in the City of Asgaard has a treasure vault which holds inter
dimensional technologies that are of a sidereal nature
• One is the Tesserach – an interdimensional device that opens up portals, stargates
• Movies: Thor, The Dark World, Captain America, the First Avenger; Captain Avenger
• This ties in with the beings who have to do with the legends of the black sun,
• these are beings of the Thule Society which is 100% nazi – as are all the
Khazarian Jews who are also 100% Nazi – and so is the hierarchy of the Vatican
• Another is the Gauntlet of Power – there are 5 stones which, when placed in certain positions on
the Gauntlet of Power, can literally control the Universe of Nebadon.
• Metatron and Neptha Al Ra know about this and have neutralized the technologies
At the time of madam Blavatsky, she was channeling, along with some others for the Thule Society
• Heinrich Himmler and high ranking Nazis attended the channelings in the special castle in
Germany designed to look like the 3rd eye; the beings that came through were Nordics on
the dark side of the force and shared this information with those of the Thule Society;
• Hitler had ideas of grandeur of creating the Valkeries were legends of actual angels that
physcially manifest riding winged horses / unicorns
• a movie with Tom Cruise which ties in with scientology – Alan Parson, Howard Hughes,
JFK Sr, Frank Sinatra & the entire Rat Pack – Rama's parents in the 60s when JFK came to
the parties in Hollywood saw some of this: there would be parties and Black Ops would lace
the punch with liquid LSD and then use the LSD to program the folks to use them later –
where Marilyn Monroe, bobby Kennedy Sr and JFK sr got into the picture
JFK not dead; killed a clone – cloning goes back 13,000 years
• all of this wisdom came from the intergalactic beings coming in and trying to change the timelines with the
3rd Reich and turn the entire planet on the dark side – this is why Hitler was obsessed with getting
hold of the Arc of the Covenant, the Tesserach, the Gauntlet of Power or getting the beings
channeled
• these beings are part of Jinn, a group of interdimensional archangels who play tricks on people; the
people called Adru Jihad were actually imprisoned in forcefields in the lower astral regions that
cirlce the planet; now for all intents and purposes, the lower dimensions – we are in the 5 th
dimension but part so
Caller: these were archons?
• could say that – but the Jinn are more in balance, and the Jinn and Lucifer have come back to love –
except for the hierarchy of the church which still worships Lucifer in his dark form:
• In his light form, he was Luciferia the bringer of the dawn before he joined the dark side-show – he
was Planetary Prince before he decided to join the dark side
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• the light beings always came at a time when there was a quantum leap in our consciousness
• Jesus came in and was overlighted by the soul of Sananda Kumara - the symbolism was the baptism in
the River Jordan – it was a soul merge, not a walk-in
• His mother was Miriah – what is going on in Syria was done by John McCain and Prince Bandar
Bush of the Saudis; and netanyahu who has been running the US since 1949
• because he got so entwined
• About Israel
• in 1948 Israel became a state but did not define its boundaries
• In 1949 Israel became a state of the USA – the 51st state of the USL, this country has been run by
the Khazarians who follow the protocols of the Elders of Zion
• C Street read the protocols of Zion – they are fundamentalist
• www.familyofsecrets – he comes on Thom Hartmann's show
Caller: Can people go to familyofsecrets to find out about Khazarians and the protocols
• it was really the Zionists who manipulated Hitler to create the state of Isreal – orthodox jews
• the richer, elite jews killed all the middle class jews in Germany because the middle class jews
owned all the property in Germany and led good lives
• the jews betrayed their own people and were playing control games
T: and they are still doing it here in the US
• they have been killing at least 2 million kids a year since Operation paper Clip began
the Zionists abduct them, have sex with them, kill them and use their organs to repair
their own bodies
• they are Khazarians & part of the Luciferian, dark galactic reptilian race that came in through the
portal in the Urals in South Russia and northern Turkestan
Caller: go to the website, look up NESARA section – there is a big document that was created – you will
find the article about the Khazarians and 9/11
• there is a 36 page document that explains much of what has been discussed – good outline, a
framework of ideas that can be filled in
T: talks about Henry Kissinger who is the head of the world wide nazi organization Dervetitaveganst
• Yes, Chris Story did talk about it but there were lots of lies too
• Michael C Cotrell and Leo wanta are playing around with the dinar etc – they got paid off to
disinform people & pull them over to the dark side
• Caldicott – told the people in America to realize that the country is a communist
They killed 6 million jews in WW2 and then killed all the gay people and anyone else who did not
agree with them – 26 million all tolled
Caller3: question about Caldicott
T: she said that Jesus is a socialist
C3: she is always qutting the doomsday figures; thought the radioactivity was being mitigated by our
galactic family
T: yes, this is true but if it were not mitigated, we'd be dead
• Dr Keshe said 400 tonnes a day is nothng; it is over 2000 tonnes a day being poured and it is not
just from Fukishimea but is also coming from the Atlantic side as well as the Pacific side – they will
not mitigate it all as we have to do some of the work too; otherwise, we have not passed our test!
C3: Is Caldicott aware of the galactic intervention?
T: Yes, but she cannot speak about this
C3: asks about the portal in South America and the radiation
T: Fukishima plant #1 went into full meltdown, and she cannot say that either; she said we would see a
nuclear fire in the atmosphere
• we did not see the nuclear fire because it burnt a hole in the ground and went under the floor of
the ocean and came out by Uruguay / paraquay – it is acidifying the Atlantic as well as the Pacific –
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why there is less than 10% of the fish left in the sea
• don't eat seaweed – it has 1800 times the radioactivity that it used to have because that is its job
– to pull radiation from the environment around it; ALSO don't eat fish
C3: thanks for the info; glad to hear from other sources that what they are saying is being backed up
T: thanks for the good questions; new callers will be happy to hear this info!
• T& R have been on the phone since 1999, doing 45 hours per week of conference calls then
• have been on BBS since 2010
• This is a listener supported station that needs to stay on the air
• Because Rama has no gag order and has direct contact at the Faction 3 level to get information, they
have a mandate from Faction 3 to make sure this information gets out
• the webmaster has been paying $75 a month to keep the website going
• now need new supporters to take over that financial commitment
• The information is so needed right now – if people cannot get this awareness, the chances are
they will find it difficult to stay in their bodies
• the dark ones know they are done for, but they will never give up – so we have to keep
putting the information out.
• we are doing world group service here – and the astrology tells us the energies are in our favour
from now until August, 2015 – we can do a lot!
Audio: Earth at Risk: Thomas Linzey

DEFINITELY WORTH LISTENING TO!!!

https://www.linktv.org/programs/earth-at-risk-thomas-linzey
Thomas Linzey, co-founder of the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund, delivers
the keynote address at the Earth at Risk 2014 conference in San Francisco, California. In
his speech, he discusses how to force change and why more than 200 municipalities are
lobbying the federal government to pass laws that restrict or ban factory farming and
fracking.
[Currently, Link TV is doing it annual fund-raising; this program is not available
publically yet as the station is using it as part of the fund-raising program. The same is
true for the Derrick Jensen audio later on in the notes.]
Audio: Democracy Now
2014, Dec 26
How the Pentagon Papers Came to be Published by the Beacon Press Told by Daniel
Ellsberg & Others
[SEE BELOW]
The segment played on this call is at the end of the transcript.
Musical Break
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Astrology:
Richard
This is a week when there is relatively little going on!
2014, Dec 23 The Pele Report
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=-5RD_s1DvmQ

It’s OK to feel
Whatever arises within;
It’s when I distract, deny, and suppress,
That my troubles are soon to begin.
The thing about this week is the danger of losing yourself in order to “look good,” “care
take,” or “be there,” for everybody else. The challenge is to find the balance between, and
honor both your inner personal needs and feelings while also showing up for others. This
mantra does not imply that whatever urge arises needs to be acted on. The important thing
is that the feeling is felt, recognized, and used for increased self knowledge and inner
growth. Followed to its source, each feeling holds important information about who we are,
what we need, and where to go, and why we are here….. tune in and check it out….. happy
holidays!
Richard had 42* this morning; T & R are at 7*
Dec 24, 25 Moon in Aquarius – Christmas Eve, Christmas day
Sat: Moon goes into Aries tonight
Sun: Moon conjuncts Aries
Mon: Moon in Aries – will square Pluto and Venus, trine
Tues; Moon in Taurus
Wed: Moon in Taurus
Thurs: Moon in Taurus, square Mars in Jupiter
Fri / New Years Day: Mars exactly opposite Jupiter, later Opposite Saturn
• what kind of energy? the day most people sleep late!
• Moon in Gemini, opposite Sagitarius; Mars opposite Jupiter – an air & a fire energy – look
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for some flip flop kind of energies
Sat: heading to a full moon on the 4th; before that Moon squares Uranus and conjuncts
and Venus goes into Aquarius on the 4th early;
Sun: Mercury goes into Aquarius
full moon in Cancer while sun is conjunct Pluto in Capricorn
Rest of January
12th - Mars goes into Pisces out of Aquarius
15th - Mars will square Saturn
19th - Venus will be opposite Jupiter
15* Cancer
21st – Mercury goes retrograde
T: looks like Barack will do his State of the Union on the 20th - what will the energies be like?
• In terms of Aquarius, audience will listen to it from their mental aspect – it's the new moon
• by the time we get to the 18th, Mercury has slowed down in order to go retro!
• Aquarius is electrical so Mercury is going retrograde in an electrical signal
• Aquarius is an air sign and it is a fixed sign, ie frozen
T: reads some parts of Metatron's comments for 2015
Conference Call
Caller: has a friend fighting fracking on her land
Lyn: www.citizensagainstlng.com [l n g = liquid natural gas]
Other lawyers involved
www.millionsagainstmonsanto.org
www.occupyhilo.org
in Hawaii
www.geoengineeringwatch.org
• finding that people are planted everywhere, in every group, location, etc
• what has happened with the mind control program? Some have told the caller that they don't care
how they get rid of us; some saying this are spiritual, it is just shocking: the main problem is
overpopulation – she needs help – how many planets are being found ?
T: there are over 80 billion earth-like planets in the Universe of Nebadon
• To back up: the earth can work fine in its natural eco system way of being
• As we get nature to have rights, we can clean this planet up and it can hold 20 billion
people!
• That being said, the situation as it is – it cannot hold the population at the moment, as the
land has been raped, education is minimal, and so on
Caller: really critical that people hear about the unlimited universe – no one else talks about that.
T: everyone knows this, but they are blocked – and so many people are picking up on the feel that is
programmed: so many people are frozen in a dream that is not a true place!
• Earlier someone said I cannot wait to be rich – that is what makes things harder:
• that is not the solution – it has not been about money, but about love!
Caller: some kind revaluation going on about genuine progress indicators – we are going there but
a lot of people won't let go
T: Just going to another planet is not the way; the reason we are in line to ascend as the population
of the conscious ones – has to be done in a group , not as individuals
• there are beings who have taken the primary responsibility to stay with us; they are from
Venus – all the Kumaras and the Ascended Masters who are working at a high intuitive level
• We gain knowledge by seeking it out, but knowledge alone will not get us there – that is the reason
for Light Cities: when you find out your child loves to dance, get that child involved in the
right group
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• She gives an example from a life time when she was a belly dancer in Afghanistan – she
did the dancing and brought up the vibrations so more children were saved.
T: the frenetic frenzy going on [in the world around us] tells you that people are farther along than
you think; for the first time in history, she has heard that it is time to stop football games• in the police academy where she worked, she got her friend to bring in yoga teachers and
meditation classes which the cadets had to take,or they could not pass
• When NESARA is announced, there are no more corporations, no more military
organizations – there will be no department of war
• the infrastructure for communities globally has already been set up
there are hundreds of millions or billions that can already tap into the centres around the
earth
R: there are people landing on the planet, coming and going
• They won't do it all, but they will meet us half way
T: they have the technology – building spherical structures is based on Japanese glass blowing
• We are not in this system anymore: the $2600 / month will be about $26,000
• there will be a re-indexing happening:
• We cannot co-create in a frenzied way in which eveyone is trying to keep others from getting dead
• White privilege – a concept that is not helping at the moment
• things are already happening with people working together to create things like schools in poor
areas where people who don't work can help build the school etc
• What Lyn is talking about - it's already happening!
• The reality is the galactics will be doing a simulcast with NESARA and this will take precedence
• the little system of praise, respect, thank and love the feelings begun by Cynthia and her husband
– they could reach the ones who had been thrown out of the system
Caller: asking about the Ho'opono guy: Hew Len
• Talked about an interview with him: everytime they said anything to him, he said “I just
clean everything” - something he remembered from the interview
T: We have a built-up body of feelings, etc that have not been expressed – what Cynthia and
husband did was help people to clear them out so we can move on
Caller: As he understands it, we are clearing out our own and other people's stuffed up feelings.
• Also, has read a lot of Metatron and James Tyberonn: some things are a bit off; but on the
whole OK
• when T was reading Metatron and it was said would be 2038 until things happened – when
he heard that the Annunaki did the astrolgy and had I Qs of 1200 and they were out to fool
us – it's always “next month”
T: that is the minimal lelve of doing astrology
• there is the science of astro theology which is another way of looking at it
• a lot of us are like this:
• the feeling of not being heard, or the feeling of panic because something is
overwhelming us
• take your time go slowly – as the view is wide, not narrow
• the power of beginning to expand your heart with love is the way – children don't
register this, but by the time they become teengagers, they may know it
Caller: talking about NESARA and one group believes this and another that
T: all of the dinar programs and the extenuating circumstances of the other websites with the word
NESARA in the name – they don't have anything to do with Faction 3:
• they are Black Ops and are controlled by black ops to lead you down the primrose path
• it is not valid to do what they are doing: accepting money from others
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• what she said is that the venue inside the 13 families circle of control is cancelled, as well as
the 13 families, so the rhetoric from inside that arena has to be denied as NESara is
going on.
• Also at the higher levels, the 13 families serve Lucifer; NESARA and others work with the Ashtar
Command
Caller: can you see the event happening soon?
T: the word event is not used – It is not about when, but HOW – it is about THE PEOPLE
GETTING
INVOLVED WITH THE ACTIVITIES
Caller: at the rate people are getting involved, means we'dll be here in another 20 years!
T: NOT TRUE! MOTHER EARTH has her own schedule and her timing and no one gets to be
here if we cannot keep that schedule
Caller: sounds like a catastrophic event
T: NO – there will be no 3 days or darkness, or any catastrophic events!
• Rama asked Tom the Ring Tailed Cat about the new law about giving 1 hour's notice to
bomb – and he said “Just let them try it!”
Caller: so the dinarians and the event people think something is going to happen sometime in the
near future; keeps up with it a bit to know where they are coming from
• the new way is not going to allow reckless, careless americans run loose on the streets –
makes not sense for the kind of authenticity we are going towards
• we cannot have abundance and prosperity along with a reptilian gov't or congress at the
same time –
• there is something going on that is about to change; Big Will is aking for the other people
and everyone is unknowing of the fact that they are really the ones – this is just words to
them.
T: why it is so important to have these conversations right here – those who go to the dinar calls are
only after money
Caller: they never seem to care about anything about going to the bank – they will tithe 10-15% for
the world, a better house, a bigger car
T: looking for a book called The Signs of Christ by Madam Blavatsky – there are choices that
people make and use the churches and work out from there;
• this is very challenging – politics, scence and religion are controlled to the max!
Caller: We are so embedded in this lie and while we make some progress like the audio that was
just played – there are masses of people, and some lightworkers – until there is some kind
of disclousre, they won't know what they were dealing with, how to fix the problem
Ana: has been listening to the intensity of the call; wants to bring up that so much of the reasoning
is old paradigm, 3D, left brained thinking –
• what is going to enlighten all of us is disclosure; this will change everything! Otherwise,
we'll keep on complaining etc etc etc – we have to believe in our hearts this is coming.
T: the full disclosure is a simulcast with the other things
• Disclosure is already happening, as is the truth [coming out] across the world
• the US is a closed in society - in Hong Kong, 16 years have been challenging
Music
T: referring to The Signs of Christ by Madam Blavatsky
also the Pistis Sophia
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Audio:

Earth at Risk: Derrick Jensen
[WELL WORTH LISTENING TO in
conjunction with the previous audio by Thomas Linsey]
Derrick Jensen is an activist, author, and philosopher of the environmental movement. He is
known as a strong voice on the topics of ecocide, misogyny, racism, and what he calls "human
supremacism." In his keynote address at the Earth at Risk 2014 conference in San Francisco,
California, he focuses on the ailing ocean, how various global movements are being infiltrated,
and the amount of species going extinct daily.

Audio: Music – a concert of Christmas music
Audio: Breaking the Set: several items from different days
Audio: Max Keiser

Episode 698

2014, Dec 26

http://img.rt.com/files/episode/35/31/b0/00/kr2712.mp4?event=download
In this Keiser Report, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss the ‘Give Us Back Our Gold’
movement across Europe governments grab back gold as fear spreads about the integrity of
our fiat and debt economy. Max describes the de-fiatisation of the world as the American
empire makes way for the emerging power of China. In the second half, Max interviews
Sandeep Jaitly of FeketeResearch.com about negative GOFO rates, earning free fiat with
your gold and taking us back to the Dark Ages with Quantitative Easing.
Reading: The Book of Fairies
Closing:

Rainbird, with greetings for Christmas and the New Year

Music:

Poems by Rumi – Coleman Barks and Robert Bly
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2014, Dec 26 How the Pentagon Papers Came to be Published by the Beacon Press Told by Daniel
Ellsberg & Others
http://publish.dvlabs.com/democracynow/ipod/dn2014-1226-001.mp4
http://www.democracynow.org/2014/12/26/stream
Guests

• Daniel Ellsberg, former Pentagon and RAND Corporation analyst who leaked
the Pentagon Papers.
• Mike Gravel, former Alaskan senator.
• Robert West, the former president of the Unitarian Universalist Association,
which owned the Beacon Press.

In 1972 Beacon Press lost a Supreme Court case brought against it by the U.S. government for publishing the
first full edition of the Pentagon Papers. It is now well known how The New York Times first published excerpts of
the top-secret documents in June 1971, but less well known is how the Beacon Press, a small nonprofit
publisher affiliated with the Unitarian Universalist Association, came to publish the complete 7,000 pages that
exposed the true history of U.S. involvement in Vietnam. Their publication led the Beacon Press into a spiral of
two-and-a-half years of harassment, intimidation, near bankruptcy and the possibility of criminal prosecution.
This is a story that has rarely been told in its entirety. In 2007, Amy Goodman moderated an event at the
Unitarian Universalist conference in Portland, Oregon, commemorating the publication of the Pentagon Papers
and its relevance today. Today, we hear the story from three men at the center of the storm: former Pentagon
and RAND Corporation analyst, famed whistleblower, Daniel Ellsberg, who leaked the Pentagon Papers to The
New York Times; former Alaskan senator and presidential candidate Mike Gravel, who tells the dramatic story of
how he entered the Pentagon Papers into the Congressional Record and got them to the Beacon Press; finally,
Robert West, the former president of the Unitarian Universalist Association. We begin with Ellsberg, who Henry
Kissinger once described as "the world’s most dangerous man."
Transcript
This is a rush transcript. Copy may not be in its final form.
AMY GOODMAN: We turn now back to an historic 2007 event, a discussion about how the Pentagon Papers
came to be published. In 1972, Beacon Press lost a Supreme Court case brought against it by the U.S.
government for publishing the first full edition of the Pentagon Papers. It’s well known how The New York Times
first published excerpts of the secret documents in June '71, but less well known is how the Boston-based
Beacon Press, a small nonprofit publisher affiliated with the Unitarian Universalist Association, came to publish
the complete 7,000 pages that exposed the true history of U.S. involvement in Vietnam. Beacon's publication led
the Press into a spiral of two-and-a-half years of FBI harassment, intimidation, near bankruptcy and the
possibility of criminal prosecution. This is a story that’s rarely been told in its entirety.
Well, back in 2007, I moderated this historic event at the annual meeting of the Unitarian Universalist
conference. It took place in Portland, Oregon, in front of about 5,000 people. It was commemorating the
publication of the Pentagon Papers and its relevance today.
Today, we hear the story from the three men on the stage at the center of the storm: former Pentagon and RAND
Corporation analyst, famed whistleblower, Daniel Ellsberg, who leaked the Pentagon Papers to The New York
Times; we also hear from former Alaskan senator and former presidential candidate Mike Gravel—he’ll tell the
dramatic story of how he entered the Pentagon Papers into the Congressional Record and got them to the
Beacon Press; finally, Robert West, the former president of the Unitarian Universalist Association.
We begin with famed whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg, who Henry Kissinger once called "the most dangerous man
in America."
DANIEL ELLSBERG: There were 7,000 pages of top-secret documents that demonstrated unconstitutional
behavior by a succession of presidents, the violation of their oath and the violation of the oath of every one of
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their subordinates—I, for one—who had participated in that terrible, indecent fraud over the years in Vietnam,
lying us into a hopeless war, which has, of course—and a wrongful war—which has, of course, been reproduced
and is being reproduced right now and may occur again in Iran. So the history of that, I thought, might help us
get out of that particular war.
Let me skip over the intervening 22 months then, really, which passed after I first copied the Pentagon Papers,
when I was trying to get them out, and the senators and others who were not up to the task of putting them out,
people who were otherwise very admirable and very credible in their antiwar activities: Senator Fulbright,
Senator McGovern, Gaylord Nelson, Senator Gaylord Nelson, various others. Except for Nelson, Fulbright,
McGovern and Senator Mathias, some of the best people in the Senate, had, in fact, contrary to the way it’s
often reported, not refused to bring out these papers when I discussed them with them. Each one agreed to
bring them out and then thought better of it over a period of time, said they just couldn’t do it, take the risk—in
effect, in other words, "You take the risk, but I’ve got an important position here, and I can’t ruffle the waters
here."
I read in—I did give them to The New York Times — sorry, to Neil Sheehan, but with no assurance that they
would come out in the Times, and for reasons not clear to me still, Neil, who, again, acted very admirably and
credibly, as did the Times, which took a great risk in deciding to publish the papers, did not tell me they were
bringing them out. I’m not clear to this day quite why that was. But so I continued up—while they were working to
get the papers ready for publication in the spring of 1971, I was still worrying and trying to see where I could get
them out. I approached Pete McCloskey, who, again, agreed to do it, but took efforts to get them officially from
the Defense Department before he did that. He was very supportive of me during my trial later.
And I also thought then—I read in the paper about a Senator Gravel, whom I really didn’t know much about,
from Alaska, who was conducting a filibuster against the draft, which was exactly what should have been done.
By the way, I had raised as a litmus test—I probably never told Mike this—I had raised the idea of a filibuster
with a number of senators as a litmus test to see whether they were the kind of person who might go one step
beyond that and maybe put out these papers. And in every case I got serious answers—they weren’t frivolous—
but the point was, as Senator Goodell put it to me, "Dan, in my business, you can’t afford to look ridiculous. You
cannot afford to be laughed at." And he said, "If I could find other people who would join me, I would do it." I
heard that, by the way—I’ll mention—each name I’m mentioning here is very—the top people in the Senate.
Senator—oh, darn, at my age I forget some of these names—but anyway, other senators said much the same:
"If I could find somebody else to go with me, I would do it, but I can’t do it by myself. I would look foolish. I can’t
afford that."
So here was a senator who was not afraid to look foolish, basically, and that’s the fear that keeps people in
line all there lives. Don’t get out of line. It’s the kind of thing you learn at your mother’s knee to get along, go
along—your father’s knee. And don’t stick out, don’t make yourself look, you know—don’t raise your head, sort of
this thing, and look ridiculous. But he wasn’t afraid to do that on a transcendent issue like the draft in the middle
of this war. So I thought, "OK, maybe this is the guy." I hadn’t met—I had met the other ones before, I knew
them. So I didn’t know him. I said, "OK, he’s doing a filibuster."
So at some point—and we were just discussing this. It’s not even clear in my mind when I had a discussion I’ll
mention in a moment, but I do remember very clearly that not knowing that the Pentagon Papers were about to
be published by The New York Times on June 13th—the night of June 12th, they came out, I was in Boston at
the time—and nobody had told me that this was happening, so I had them in my apartment for the first time ever.
I had never allowed them to be in our apartment, lest the FBI swoop down and get them. That was my
nightmare. I had a number of copies stashed with different people, so I could say, even from jail, you know, "OK,
get that one out or get this out," with my 10-cent call that I was allowed, that they couldn’t stop it. But I never
allowed it to be in my apartment. For once, I had it there because—and Mike did not even know this—because I
intended to communicate with his office on Monday to go to Washington, not knowing they were coming out in
the Times, and offer this thing to this man who was conducting the filibuster.
So I was quite shocked to learn from a friend in the Times that the building was locked down. They were
worried about an FBI raid and an injunction, because they were copying this seven—they were putting out this
big study, which I hadn’t been told. So I go, "Well, that’s very interesting." And meanwhile, I had these papers in
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my apartment. The FBI might come any minute, and I had already had a scheduled meeting with Howard Zinn
that night, with our families—his wife and my wife—to go to see Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid. And so, I
called Howard, didn’t say it over the phone, but I said, "I’ll come to your apartment. We’ll go from your place,"
and I went there with the papers, and asked him if I could dump them in his apartment for that night, which he
said, you know, "Fine." I had already shown him. He was one of two people I’d shown—Noam Chomsky and
Howard Zinn, both—some of these papers earlier.
So, the papers came out that night, and we got them at midnight in Harvard Square. There wasn’t a lot of
attention on Sunday to them, which everybody was surprised at in The New York Times. The TV didn’t pick it up,
and so forth. But on Monday they had got attention, and the key thing was that John Mitchell, the attorney
general, then asked a request of The New York Times that they cease publication of this criminal act, stop this.
Remember, they had lost their law firm already, Lord & Day, on the grounds that their lawyers had told them this
was treason and a criminal act, and they wouldn’t represent them. And Mitchell was confirming that and telling
them that they must stop.
Well, they went ahead; they did not obey the request. So the next day, Tuesday, they enjoined The New York
Times for the first time in our history. We know from the tapes now that Nixon had asked Mitchell on the tape—
I’ve heard this—the day before, on Monday, Mitchell wanted to put the Times on notice. And, of course, Nixon
says, "Have we ever done this before?" And Mitchell says, "Oh, yes, many times." Terrific legal advice from the
bond lawyer. It had never been done in our history and, of course, led to a constitutional battle, which Nixon lost
and the attorney general lost. But they did enjoin it, and so the question was what to do next.
I hadn’t been identified yet, but I decided, on the base of one other person who suggested it to me, that I give
it to The Washington Post. And meanwhile, I had called up Gravel’s office—I was still able to use a phone, not
my home phone, but I went out to a pay phone—and said to the person there, "Is your boss interested in putting
out the Pentagon"—I didn’t say the "Pentagon Papers"—"Is your boss intending to keep up this filibuster? Is he
going to stay there?" They said, "Oh, absolutely." I said, "Well, I’ve got some material that could keep him
reading till the end of the year, if he’s interested in it, you know." And that being the number one story at the
moment, he sort of guessed what it was. And I think Mike will go on from there. He went on and informed Mike of
this possibility. But the question then was how to get them to him. I could no longer travel, as I’d planned to do.
So I’ll end with this story, which will tie in with—Mike can take up the story from there. The question was how
to get it to him. I was not in a position to travel at this point. So I did arrange with a former colleague from RAND,
Ben Bagdikian, an editor of The Washington Post who had spent a year or two at RAND as a consultant—mic’s
down? Can you hear me? OK—Ben Bagdikian, I said, I knew. So I called him up and arranged to have him come
to Boston—yeah, it was a colorful story, which I think is told in the thing you have there. He came to Boston,
Cambridge. We took a room at the Treadway Inn near Harvard Square, and my wife and I brought these boxes
of ill-assorted papers, tremendous stuff we hadn’t collated ideally, to him, and we spent the night with him
collating and putting them in an order that he could take back with him. And in the morning he had this big box.
He didn’t have—he needed a cord for the box and asked the Treadway, and the motel owner said, "Well,
somebody’s been tethering a dog outside. I can give you the dog cord." So we tied up the box, and he went off
and put it on.
My wife and I looked at the television before we went home. We had been all night on this now. This was
about 7:00, 8:00, 7:30 in the morning, and there was our home being—with some FBI agents knocking on the
door on live television. And they were knocking on the door, so we thought, "Hmm, maybe this isn’t the best time,
you know, to go back home, actually." And what had happened was that Sid Zion, who was mad at the Times for
having fired him, had rather quickly found out who their source was, and to get back at them, he had revealed it
on a radio show, the Barry Graves show, the night before. So the FBI was at my door, and having seen it on
television, I was now in a position to not be caught and to put out the other copies.
Well, the reason—so we didn’t go home. We went underground in Cambridge. For the next 13 days, the FBI
conducted what the papers said was the biggest manhunt since the Lindbergh kidnapping, and they were—we
were in Cambridge—they were all over the world, in the south of France, in [inaudible] in California. I had a
feeling there was a good deal of junketing going on, actually, by the FBI looking for us, but meanwhile we were
putting it out to these other newspapers.
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And I will mention, as one last point here, it’s always the Times and the Post who are mentioned, of course, as
having had the courage to go along with this, as we spent the 13 days putting it out. That’s why I was evading
the FBI. I had other copies, and I was putting them out. Actually, there were four injunctions, also The Boston
Globe and the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, before they gave up on injunctions, or there would have been more.
Altogether 17 other newspapers published those papers. And oddly, they don’t seem to mention it much in their
own histories. They don’t commemorate this, as we’re commemorating the Beacon Press right now, but they
should. That was a wave of civil disobedience across the country by publishers who were being told that they
were violating the Espionage Act, they were committing treason, they were hurting national security. They read
the documents we gave them and decided they didn’t agree with that as Americans and patriots, and they
published them. So it was institutional civil disobedience of a type—I don’t really know of any country or any
other journalists, and that’s a kind of freedom and courage we need to celebrate and we need to continue. So,
thank you very much.
AMY GOODMAN: Pentagon Papers whistleblower Dan Ellsberg. Coming up, former Senator Mike Gravel picks
up the story from there. But first, our break, sung by Barbra Streisand for Dan Ellsberg.
[break]
AMY GOODMAN: Barbra Streisand singing "I’ll Get By," a live recording at a 1973 fundraiser for Daniel Ellsberg.
Yoko Ono, John Lennon, Ringo Starr and George Harrison of The Beatles also attended. This is Democracy
Now!, democracynow.org, The War and Peace Report. I’m Amy Goodman, as we turn now to Senator Mike
Gravel from Alaska. In 1971, he received the Pentagon Papers from Washington Post journalist Ben Bagdikian,
who in turn had gotten them from Daniel Ellsberg.
MIKE GRAVEL: Let me just pick up where he left off, because it really—there’s a lot of little vignettes, and I’ll
talk fast, but I want to get all the details out, because I know what you want to know is the inside skinny. You can
read the broad lines, but it’s what happened to both our lives at the time that—
Dan calls my office. He talks to Joe Rothstein, who was my administrative assistant. My administrative
assistant—I was down in the Senate gym getting a massage. I was on the table. And, of course, you can’t have
staff come into the Senate. This is hallowed ground, so—into the Senate gym. So he’s knocking at the door. He
says, "I’ve got to see the senator! It’s an emergency!" And he works his way in to get into the massage stall, and
the masseur pulls back a little bit, and he whispers down in my ear. He says, "Somebody wants to give you the
Pentagon Papers." I said, "Man! Where is he?" He says, "He’s going to call us back." So, man, I get dressed up
real quick. We bolt back to the office. And I’m sitting in my office waiting for this call.
Along comes this voice. He says, "Senator, would you read the Pentagon Papers as part of your filibuster?" I
says, "Yes. Now please hang up." The reason for that is I have a background in intelligence. When I was 23
years old, I was a top-secret control officer. I could classify and I could declassify, and I was 23 years old.
So now, here are the papers coming at me. I had a sense of what they were, was a history, a history, and, of
course, I had read what the Times had published. And so, lo and behold, Dan and I have other conversations. To
tell you the truth, our memories are a little vague. He informed me about something that I didn’t know, and
occasionally I had done that with him, when he was doing his memoir Secrets. We’d spend near a couple days:
"Oh, is that what—that’s your interpretation of what you think we did?" "Yes." "Well, no, that’s my"—"Oh, no. We
did it that way." And what happens, that’s human beings. We all have a different read on some of the details.
The long and short of it is, he called me in a few days, and he was angry. He was on the phone, and he says,
"Why the hell haven’t you used the papers?" And I says, "Why the hell haven’t you got them to me? I don’t have
them. I haven’t heard anything." So he goes back to Ben Bagdikian, and Ben then contacts my office.
Well, quite candidly, I didn’t know who Ben was, but he wanted to get to meet with me. So we meet somewhat
secretively on the front steps of the Capitol behind a column in broad daylight during the session. So Ben is
standing there. We’re talking about how we’re going to move the papers across, and then out comes Bob Dole,
who was one of my enemies, but we’re on the same committee, and he walks up, and Bagdikian is slipping
behind a column so he can’t be seen. And so, I get rid of Dole fairly fast, and so we go back.
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And Bagdikian had this plan. We’re going to meet someplace out in the country, you know, Rock Creek Park in
a dark—I say, "Wait a second, Ben. I’ve got to tell you. I’ve got a little more experience in this than you have.
What we’re going to do, here’s how we’re going to transfer the papers: You’re going to come at 12:00 at night
under the marquee of the Mayflower Hotel in Washington, D.C. At 12:00 you park your car there. I will come up
with my car. You’ll open your trunk. I’ll open my trunk. And I’ll pop the papers in, and I’ll race off. That’s the way
we’ll do it, before God and country, and they won’t even know what happened."
Well, what happens? A group of Alaskan natives walk by, "Oh, there’s our senator," and they all want to come
up and talk with me. And I’m trying to peel them away: "Well, I’ve got to run. I’ve got to run." And so, I got in my
car. We did that. We transferred the papers. I sped away, parked my car, came back in, and Ben and I had a
coffee.
I took the papers home. Where are you going to put them? I brought them home. That’s the first time I told my
wife at the time, Rita, I says, "I’ve got the Pentagon Papers right here." And, of course, the whole world was
looking, trying to chase him down and catch him and get the papers. She says, "What are you going to do with
them?" "We’re going to put them under the bed, and we’re going to sleep on them. That’s what we’re going to
do." We did.
Next morning—I’m dyslexic, and so I couldn’t read all those papers if it took me a year. And so, what
happened, I started calling staff in. And I said, "Look at, you’re going to come in. You bring a toilet kit. Don’t tell
your wife what you’re doing. You’re just coming to the senator’s house." And I met them at the door, and I said,
"Look at, I’ve got the Pentagon Papers. You come in, you can’t leave until I leave. But I won’t think ill of you if
you don’t come in, because there’s risks that we don’t know anything about." And so, every one, to the person,
said, "Senator, let me have it." So about four or five people for two days were sleeping on the living room floor,
and we would go through the papers.
The style that I used in going through it, I was reading my little portion of it, the first part of it, which is the most
historic and the most interesting part. But the others would—I said, "Whenever you come across a name, come
and show me the name." I would then read around the context and make a judgment if this should be excised or
not. And when we excised, we didn’t just take a pencil, we took scissors and cut it out, so there would be no
misunderstandings.
Now, I’ve got to bring the papers from my home to the Capitol, and so I buy two flight bags, you know, those
old flight bags without wheels. I buy two of those to honor the papers. And so, I spend the money, pack them up
with two bags like that, and so I’m going to take them to the Capitol. But now I’m concerned, so I call the
Vietnam Veterans of America, and I say, "Look at, I’ve got a problem. I need somebody to guard my office. And
what I want, I want the most disabled veterans you can find." And lo and behold, I trudge in—and I wouldn’t let
my staff touch the papers—so I trudge in with my two big bags, heavy, and, of course, staff is walking with me,
and the cops, they’re looking. Why the hell is the senator carrying the bags and the staff is not carrying his bags?
So we walk down to the end of the hall, and there are about six, seven soldiers in uniform, you know it, ponytails,
badges all over, all in wheelchairs. And they could do wheelies. And all they could do—they didn’t know what I
had. All they said: "Go get ’em, Senator! Go get ’em!" I was just about to cry, with the commitment of these
human beings. And they guarded the office. No, but they would have thrown their bodies at anybody that tried to
break in.
I had the papers, so I go to the floor of the Senate. Now, I had made a deal with Alan Cranston. I had to get—I
wanted to read in the filibuster. Now, I had a little bit of ego trip going on here: I wanted to break Strom
Thurmond’s record in filibustering. And the draft was going to expire at the end of the month, so I wanted to two
days, about close to 48 hours, break his record. Now, how are you going to do that? Most people don’t know
when Huey Long and those guys used to debate, what they’d do is—they’re drinking a lot of water—they pee
right on floor, right on the Senate floor. Make no mistake about it. But I’m a little more cultured than that. So what
I do is I rig myself up. I go to the doctor’s office. I tell him what’s going on, tell him I’m going to filibuster. And so,
he rigs me up with a colostomy bag with a little hose down to my ankle. And my administrative assistant’s job is
going to bleed the colostomy bag.
Then, it gets better than that. We now go to—I’ve got to get somebody to chair, because you can’t control the
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floor if you don’t control the chair. So I go to Alan Cranston, my closest friend. I say, "Alan, I need help." "Well,
what do you need, Mike?" "I’ve got the Pentagon Papers." "Oh, my god, Mike! You need more than help. You’ve
got problems," so he says. I said, "Alan, you don’t have to do anything to risk. You don’t have to touch the
papers. You just get in the chair by 5:00. We’ll turn around, and you just stay in that chair as long as I’m
filibustering." And that was our plan. And so, I said, "Now go down to the doctor’s office and get a colostomy
bag." He does that. And, of course, I had a rubber mat. It was very interesting to go into the dynamics of that.
So, lo and behold, I come to the floor of the Senate. I’m trudging in with these papers. I put them next to my
desk. And I was a freshman, so I was way on the side. And so, Muskie had come up to me for some committee
—we were on the same committee. He’s talking to me. He looks down at these two black bags, and he says,
"Mike, are those the Pentagon Papers?" And I look up at him with a blank stare. It was just a joke on his part. But
I’m looking at him, "My god!" So, lo and behold—here, I’m a nice guy, so what I wanted to do, I know I’m going to
be talking for a couple days, so I want to tell the staff of the Senate that, "Hey, you better call your wife, because
you’re not getting out here shortly."
And so, what I do is I lay on a quorum call. Now, if you’re familiar with the procedures in the Senate, a quorum
call, they have to now stop—they have to start calling the roll. And there was only one other senator in the
chamber. That was Griffin. The Democrats had gone to a banquet. The Republicans had gone home. And so,
there’s two senators in the chamber. So I lay on a quorum call. Griffin walks up to me, and he says, "Mike, what
are you going to do?" I says, "Well, you know, I’m just continuing my filibuster on the draft." But I had always
done that because Mansfield had set up a two track. Mind you, I filibustered for five months. It could only happen
because Mansfield set it up without anybody seeing his velvet hand. And so, I says, "Well, you know." He says,
"But wait, what are you doing at night?" I said, "Well, the draft is about to expire, and I just want to really make a
big show."
He goes back to his desk, and he’s thinking and he’s thinking. Then, of course, I wait 30 minutes to let the
staff notify that they’re going to be there a good part of the evening. And, lo and behold, I make a unanimous
consent to remove to quorum call. He objects. The minute he did that, I knew I had just been harpooned. And all
I could think is, my mind: Good men don’t win. Good men don’t win. I was so angry. He came up to me, and he
says, "Well, Mike, what are you doing?" And I started swearing at him, you cannot believe. Well, by that time, he
knew something was really afoot. So he went to the Republican cloak room, said, "Stay away from the Senate,"
telling all the Republicans. I’m sending my troops to go out there and get the Democrats to come back from the
banquet. Well, that goes on for 'til about 9:30, 10:00, and we could not get a quorum. I'm stuck.
Rothstein comes up to me, and he says, "Senator, we’re stuck. There’s nothing we can do here." So I grabbed
—and he says, "But our attorneys think they’ve got a plan B." So we grab the bags, trudge back to the office
again. By this time, the Vietnam vets are out there, they know there’s something really serious afoot, because
there’s a lot of media following us. And so, I go in, sit down. "What’s our plan?" "Well, Senator, it’s interesting.
There’s not much hope, but we do have one precedent that we could follow." And that’s the precedent, believe it
or not, the House Un-American Activities Committee, for those of you who know what that means.
He says, "What they were doing is they would go around the country and they would immediately call a
hearing so that they could grab somebody, pull him up, swear him in, and get him to talk." He says, "With that
precedent, what you could do"—and now, mind you, I’m a freshman—"you’re chairman of a committee, a
subcommittee,"—and, of course, that committee was the Buildings and Grounds Committee. So, lo and behold,
they say, "What you could do is you could convene a hearing of this committee, and you would be still within the
umbrage of the Senate." And so, I said, "Fine. Let’s do that." But what we’ve got to do is we’ve got to have
somebody to testify. So we type up the notice that I’m chairman, I’m calling a hearing, slip it under the doors of
all these senators who are not there, that I’m notifying them of the hearing, so that that’s covered legally. And
then the peace group calls up a Congressman Dowd from Upper New York. He doesn’t know what it’s about. All
they tell him on the telephone: "Senator Gravel needs you to come and testify at a very important hearing." He
gets dressed—he was an elderly fellow—gets dressed, comes down, and we convene.
By this time, we’re upstairs in one of the Senate chambers, committee room, and the whole phalanx of the
media. And then Congressman Dowd comes up, and I’m sitting there with my two black bags and my staff
assistant. And the congressman—and I gavel the meeting to order. "Congressman, can I help you? Now, I
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understand you want to testify." He says, "Yes. I’d like to get a federal building in my district." And I say,
"Congressman, let me interrupt you right there. I know you need a federal building in your district, and I’d love to
give you a federal building in your district, but I’ve got to tell you, our government’s broke. We don’t have any
money to give you a federal building. And let me tell you why we’re broke: because we’re squandering all this
money in Southeast Asia. And let me tell you how we got into Southeast Asia." And I haul out the papers, put
them on the table, and I’m reading.
It gets better than that. I read for an hour. Now, here again, I’m dyslexic, but there’s no way on God’s green
earth I’m going to read—but I’m reading it. Now, keep in mind I hadn’t slept for about three or four days. And so,
I’m reading, and I break out sobbing. It’s about 12:00 at night, and I am sobbing, and I can’t get control of myself.
Here’s what was going through my head. A journalist on one of the networks the next morning: "Well, this was a
bizarre occurrence the night before. You know, Gravel was very bizarre. He cried." And so, what I was sobbing
over—I had been to Walter Reed a month or more before to walk around, and I couldn’t take it. I couldn’t take it
emotionally to look at the wounded. And so, I can handle macro-problems, but not micro-, and so, lo and behold,
I kept saying to myself, "My god! I love my country. My country is committing immoral acts. We’re killing human
beings. There’s no reason for it." And I’m sobbing, and as I’m dyslexic, I’m reading rote. You know, I couldn’t
follow the words in front of me. So Rothstein comes up to me. He says—and the understatement of the year—he
says, "Senator, I think you’ve lost it."
And so—and I keep sobbing, and then he goes back, and I try to get a hold of myself, and I can’t. And so he
comes back. He says, "Senator, why don’t you put it in the record." And then I sobered up immediately and said,
"Oh, yes. I got power. I’m the chairman of this committee. So I move and ask unanimous consent to put all these
papers that I was going to read into the record, to put them in the record automatically." Bang! They’re in the
record. That’s how it officially got into the record of the United States of America.
And obviously, the media, by that point, they’re out there going really—so I put the papers back in. We’re
trudging back to my office. The media is following us. "We want the papers! We want the papers!" So we cut a
deal with them. "Look at, we’ve got a copy of the papers, because we want to hang on to a set. And as we copy
them, we’ll turn them to you. We’ll set up a pool, and then you go copy them and distribute them to the world."
That’s what happened all night long. And that’s what made the Supreme Court decision moot, which was at
11:00 or 12:00 that very day. And what they did is they said you could not put on prior restraint, but what you
could do is, if you published, you’d be at risk. And that’s what happened. Those that had published took the risks,
but they weren’t prepared to take the risks after that.
We scoured the country, and this is where the meeting comes in with Beacon. We scoured the country, could
not find one major or minor, or anybody, that would touch the Pentagon Papers. We had some inkling that maybe
MIT Press would, so with my staff, Fishman and one other attorney, we go to Boston. Whoever was handling it—
and I don’t recall—at the time, he said, "Senator, I’ve got bad news for you. MIT Press won’t touch it with a 10foot pole." And then I’m just crestfallen, like we’re going to check how to get back to Washington. He said, "But
I’ve got some good news for you: Beacon Press has got the money, and they will publish it. And Gobin Stair and
Bob West are downtown in Boston waiting for you, if you want to come down and make the deal with them." And
I said, "Let’s go!" And we had a press conference shortly thereafter. And that’s when we announced that we were
going to do it.
I was a Unitarian even before all this happened in Alaska, but I can’t tell you what I feel for Beacon Press, for
the Unitarians and for Dan Ellsberg. Dan quoted and likes to say that when I went in the service, I was going in
to be a spy, but I wasn’t getting any action, so I went in to be a combat infantry platoon leader. And on the patch
on my shoulder said, "Follow me." Well, when I saw Dan do what he did, all I could think of: Here’s a guy that’s
walking up the hill, taking his life in his own hands, and the least I could do is follow Dan Ellsberg.
AMY GOODMAN: Former Alaska Senator Mike Gravel, who put the Pentagon Papers into the public record.
When we come back, the man who allowed the Beacon Press to take the risk of publishing the secret
documents, an act that almost brought down the Unitarian Church. This is Democracy Now! Back in a minute.
[break]
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AMY GOODMAN: Ringo Starr singing "With a Little Help from My Friends," yes, sung at the 1973 fundraiser for
Daniel Ellsberg. I’m Amy Goodman. This is Democracy Now!, democracynow.org, The War and Peace Report,
as we pick up the story with Robert West, the former president of the Unitarian Universalist Association and
Beacon Press. While every other publishing house former Senator Gravel had approached and had refused to
publish the Pentagon Papers, West agreed, despite the considerable political and financial risks involved.
ROBERT WEST: My first involvement with the Pentagon Papers was on a midsummer day in 1971, when the
director of Beacon Press, Gobin Stair, came into my office. He told me about the 35 publishers who had refused
to publish them, and he requested my approval for Beacon Press to do it. I gave my approval that day, and we
started down a path that led through two-and-a-half years of government intimidation, harassment and threat of
criminal punishment.
Beacon published the Pentagon Papers that October, after having publicly announced its intention in August.
In September, Gobin was visited by two intelligence agents from the Defense Department who, in a meeting
Gobin described to me as intimidating, tried to dissuade him from publishing the papers. He also received a
phone call from President Nixon, who, after saying what a decent fellow Gobin was, pointedly suggested that he
was sure Gobin would not want to get into trouble by proceeding to publish them.
One morning in early November, a vice president of our bank called our UUA treasurer to advise us that FBI
agents had secretly been working at the bank for the last seven days. They were there with a subpoena from the
federal grand jury that called for copies of all UUA financial records, which meant every check written and every
check deposited into UUA accounts over a period of four-and-a-half months, amounting to thousands of checks,
including those of all individuals who contributed to our denomination.
Senator Gravel immediately brought contempt proceedings against the government and succeeded in halting
the FBI investigation and examination of our bank records for two months. But agents were authorized to resume
their scrutiny on January 10. The next day, the UUA filed suit against the FBI, the Justice Department and the
grand jury, seeking to stop the investigation. We emphasized the grounds of religious freedom and freedom of
association, as well as freedom of the press. And we succeeded in halting it on a temporary basis.
But before all the events had run their course in 1974, we were in federal courts on numerous occasions,
including the Supreme Court. FBI agents served grand jury subpoenas on Gobin Stair and our UUA treasurer,
and then withdrew them. The U.S. attorney in Boston filed a memorandum in court that indicated the strong
likelihood that Beacon Press officials would be prosecuted for criminal activity. And Gobin Stair was subpoenaed
to appear at the Ellsberg trial in California, with me next in line.
Ultimately, the mistrial that was declared in the Ellsberg case meant we did not have to appear at the federal
trial in California. The federal court in Boston never allowed the FBI investigation of our bank records to continue,
and no one associated with Beacon Press or the UUA was prosecuted for criminal activity.
What the government did to us as a continental religious denomination was unprecedented in the history of
our nation. The Justice Department investigated our entire denomination’s financial affairs and threatened our
association’s staff members because one of our departments, Beacon Press, published one book that was
controversial, a text that was already in the public domain.
The relevance of our experience, those 35 years ago, to secrecy and deception in government today is
patently obvious. For example, three of the issues and principles that were involved in our court actions were
misuse of power of the Justice Department, invasion of privacy, and misuse of secrecy by the government. All of
those clearly apply to what is happening today.
In his 1972 dissenting opinion in the Gravel case, Supreme Court Justice Douglas said, "The story of the
Pentagon Papers is a chronicle of the suppression of vital decisions to protect the reputations and political hides
of men who work an amazingly successful scheme of deception on the American people." And he went on to say
in that decision that he had no choice but to hold that it was the government that is lawless, not the press.
In 1971, Senator Gravel wrote, "The Pentagon Papers show that we have created a new culture, protected
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from the influence of American life by the shield of secrecy." In that same year, Beacon Press Editor-in-Chief
Arnold Tovell spoke of the Pentagon Papers aiding those who try to unravel exactly how a well-meaning nation
could have committed such a colossal blunder in its foreign affairs.
In closing, I would cite these words from my annual report to the 1973 UUA General Assembly, words that
could be spoken just as appropriately in this general assembly today: We in this denomination have confidence
in a democratic process. We want to make known our determination to resist every government intrusion upon
constitutional liberties and to encourage others also to resist. We, as a religious movement, are qualified by our
nature, by our heritage, and indeed by our recent experience, to play a significant role at this time in our history
to help resist and reverse the ominous trend affecting constitutional liberties. We can, and we will.
AMY GOODMAN: Dan Ellsberg, in the last few years, you have been calling for people, who like you 35 years
ago were inside the system, to step outside and to release an equivalent of the Pentagon Papers. Do you think
they exist—the papers and these people who could step forward?
DANIEL ELLSBERG: Well, of course, the papers exist. The Pentagon Papers, the equivalent of them, exist in
safes in Washington, all over Washington, not only in the Pentagon, but in the CIA and the State Department and
elsewhere. Are there people who realize what the meaning of those—the full meaning of those papers in their
safes? Yes. We know from many leaks and memoirs that have come out that there were people in the White
House and the CIA and the Pentagon who realized that we were being lied into war. They realized that as early
as 2001.
So my message, Amy, over the last two years has been to officials in that position, of whom there are
hundreds, not only in 2001 and 2002, hundreds right now who could prevent a war with Iran that is on the tracks
right now, that they know, and that they know would be disastrous. They could put that out with the authority of
their position, but especially of documents, at the risk—the certainty—of losing their clearances, which would
almost certainly—which would mean losing their career with the executive branch, possibly, very likely,
subjecting them to prosecution, possibly to conviction, possibly to prison. And by taking that risk, they would
have a high chance of averting a catastrophe that would lead to the deaths of tens, hundreds of thousands of
people and disastrously reduce our security. They know that. So by taking their own personal risk, like the 5,000
people who went to prison as draft resisters in Vietnam, and by the people here who took risks with their
institution and their privacy, by taking that risk they could avert this.
AMY GOODMAN: Pentagon Papers whistleblower Dan Ellsberg, Unitarian leader Robert West and former
Senator Mike Gravel. They were all speaking in 2007 at an event I moderated in front of the Unitarian
Universalist Church, a crowd of 5,000 in Portland, Oregon.
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